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How Do We Talk About Poverty in
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Editor's note: This piece was adapted from Turning High-Poverty Schools into High-Performing
Schools by William H. Parrett and Kathleen M. Budge.

Children who live in poverty are as worthy of attending good schools as their
more affluent counterparts, and much is known about what it takes to transform
schools into places that better meet their needs. Improving such schools begins
with leaders who are unequivocally committed to equity. This commitment starts
with a better understanding of the meaning and influence of poverty in the lives of
the students they serve.
Poverty in America is not easily defined, nor can its causes be simplistically
explained. It can be experienced by anyone -- male and female, as well as
people of all ages, racial or ethnic groups, and immigration status.
How Is Poverty Defined?
In the United States, the federal government defines poverty as a certain level of
income relative to family size. For example, in 2014, the poverty
threshold ranged from $12,071 for a single person to $24,230 for a family of four.
Originally coined the "thrifty food plan," the formula used to establish the poverty
line was created by federal statisticians who based it upon what was determined
to be three times the annual cost of food for a family of three in 1963. Although
the basic formula for defining who lives in poverty is viewed as excessively
conservative and controversial, it continues to be used as the official measure. In
2007, the U.S. Census Bureau released 12 alternatives to the current formula, all
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but one of which set the official poverty rate at a higher level (Neuman, 2008).
According to Sarah Fass (2009) with the National Center for Children in Poverty
(NCCP), the current income threshold is inadequate for even the bare
necessities, and in some areas of the country it is grossly inadequate. For
instance, Fass estimates a family of four living in a lower-cost region of the
country needs between $37,000 and $41,000 to meet its basic needs; in
locations where the cost of living is higher, the same family needs $52,000 to
$67,000.
What Do We Mean by Poverty in the Context of Schools?
It is important to be aware of the ways in which we, as educators, define and
discuss poverty in schools. When we define poverty in schools, we primarily
mean the percentage of students who are eligible for the free and reduced-price
meal program. For the 2015-16 school year, income eligibility for reduced-price
meals was 185 percent of the federal poverty line and 130 percent for free meals.
In less complex terms, a family of four with a gross income of $40,793 was
eligible for reduced-price meals; and if they earned less than $28,665, they could
receive free meals. Although schools are sometimes criticized for using this
criterion for describing the percentage of students living in poverty, clearly these
income levels fall at or far below the needed income level estimated by the
NCCP for basic necessities. These families face significant challenges, and the
schools that serve them do as well.
How Do We Talk About Poverty in Schools?
In practice, educators use many terms or labels to discuss children and families
who live in poverty. Gloria Rodriguez and James Fabionar (2010) assert that the
many terms we use should serve "as a reminder of how often we are called on in
education to talk about -- but not necessarily to" -- our students and their families
who live with low incomes (p. 64). They claim these terms are not uniformly
understood and reveal varying understandings of poverty in the context of school
that are largely influenced by thinking about children and families who live in
poverty as a "deficit." They identify the following commonly used terms or labels,
together with their purposes in schools:
•

Low Income: Typically describes a family-level measure indexed against a
certain average or range. It can be assigned to students and their families by
determining their eligibility for specially funded programs that rely on a
particular income cutoff to select program participants.

•

Free or Reduced-Price Lunch Eligible: Using the poverty threshold
established by the U.S. government for low-income students, eligibility is
determined for meal programs offered by the U.S. Department of Agriculture
based on income.
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•

Title I Eligible: Individual eligibility is based on a combined consideration of
academic performance and income eligibility using similar guidelines as those
used to determine eligibility for free or reduced-price meals.

•

Economically Disadvantaged: Lower economic status creates a
disadvantage in securing full educational benefits that in turn might guarantee
certain economic benefits. Accountability systems that require disaggregation
of data by certain student subgroups typically include the category of
"economically disadvantaged" students. Application of this label can vary, but it
is often equated with eligibility for free or reduced-price meals.

•

Low Socioeconomic Status (Low SES): The term identifies students who are
low income and identified according to certain social background
characteristics that are believed to operate in tandem with economic status to
facilitate or impede social mobility. Within schools, "low SES" is often used as
shorthand for many status definitions or social processes. (Adapted from
Rodriguez & Fabionar, 2010, p. 65)
As children we may have been taught that "sticks and stones can break our
bones, but names can never hurt us." Unfortunately, that is simply not true.
Children who live in poverty, like all children, deserve to be treated with respect
and in a manner that preserves their dignity. The words we use to describe and
label children do matter. Educators must reflect upon the many labels used to
describe children (and their families) who live in poverty, and critique their own
use of such terms, to become attuned to the many ways that schools unwittingly
limit students' self-determination.
As educators, we must be sensitive to the effects of poverty on our students'
state of mind and ensure that we separate their developing sense of self from
their living conditions. As a starting point, we must be extremely careful how we
talk about children who live in poverty. For example, describing these students as
living in homes with a low income or with low SES (socioeconomic status) is very
different, and more accurate, than calling them "low-income students," "low-SES
students," or "high-poverty kids." This distinction may seem like splitting hairs,
but it is important.
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•
•

Fass, S. (2009). Measuring poverty in the United States. New York: National
Center for Children in Poverty.
Rodriguez, G. M., & Fabionar, J. (2010). The impact of poverty on students
and schools: Exploring the social justice leadership implications. In C. Marshall
& M. Oliva (Eds.), Leadership for social justice (pp. 55–73). Upper Saddle
River, NJ: Pearson.
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DECEMBER 10, 2015

Editor's note: This piece was adapted from Turning High-Poverty Schools into High-Performing
Schools by William H. Parrett and Kathleen M. Budge.

"Some say we can't fix education until we fix poverty. It's exactly the opposite; we
can't fix poverty until we fix education." (Kati Haycock, keynote address, 2010
Education Trust Dispelling the Myth Conference)
Childhood poverty rates are higher in the United States than in any other
industrialized country, and this rate is on the rise. As of 2014, 33 percent of all
people who live in poverty were children -- more than 15.4 million, or 21 percent
of all children in the United States. Another 15 million (21 percent) reside in lowincome families (PDF). Between 2000 and 2014, the number of children living in
poverty increased from 11.6 million to 15.5 million, or by a factor of 33 percent
(U.S. Census Bureau, 2014 -- source: Table 3). The number of people in poverty
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in 2014 climbed to 46.7 million -- one in seven Americans -- the largest number
since poverty rates have been published (U.S. Census Bureau, 2014 -- source:
Table 2). Equally startling, a study indicated that between 60 and 75 percent of
Americans will live below or near the poverty line for at least one year of their
lives (Neuman, 2008).
Whose Problem Is Poverty?
James Coleman's (1966) conclusion that schools could have only a limited effect
on students who live in poverty began a debate that has continued for decades.
In an article published in Educational Leadership (April 2008), Richard Rothstein,
research associate at the Economic Policy Institute, asked the question, "Whose
problem is poverty?" He suggests that schools can have only a limited influence
on closing the achievement gap between students who live in poverty and their
more affluent peers unless school improvement is combined with broader social
and economic reforms. Without such a combined effort, he claims, the mandate
for schools to "fully close achievement gaps not only will remain unfulfilled, but
also will cause us to foolishly and unfairly condemn our schools and teachers"
(p.8). He is not alone in this logic. David Berliner (2007, as cited in Rodriguez &
Fabionar, 2010) argues, "Without careful attention to the social conditions
beyond schools, we will continue to encounter limitations in advancing
educational equity and high achievement among diverse student populations
within schools" (pp.58–59). (See also Anyon, 2005.)
Others assert that schools can, and do, make a significant difference in the lives
and the academic outcomes of students who live in poverty (Barr & Parrett, 2007;
McGee, 2004). Kati Haycock contends, "It is very clear to me that even as we
work to improve the conditions of families in this country, we can in fact get even
the poorest children to high standards of achievement if we really focus in our
schools on that goal" (in Holland, 2007, p.56).
What Can Schools Do to Address Poverty?
Eliminating poverty is a both/and proposition -- reforms must occur in boththe
broader society and in schools -- and schools do make a considerable difference.
We encourage educators, and particularly educational leaders, to both become
knowledgeable about issues related to eliminating poverty, joining forces with
others who advocate for social and economic reforms, and summon the courage
to do the much-needed work closer to home -- in their own schools and
communities. Successfully educating all students to high standards is critical to
ultimately eliminating poverty. If, as educators, we feel powerless to address
bigger issues such as living-wage jobs and health care reform, Gorski (2008)
proposes that we ask ourselves, "Are we willing, at the very least, to tackle the
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classism in our own schools and classrooms?" Gorski (2007, p.35) provides the
following ten suggestions as a starting point:
•

•
•
•

•

•
•

•
•

•

Assign work requiring a computer and internet access or other costly resources
only when we can provide in-school time and materials for such work to be
completed.
Work with our schools to make parent involvement affordable and convenient
by providing transportation, on-site childcare, and time flexibility.
Give students from poverty access to the same high-level curricular and
pedagogical opportunities and high expectations as their wealthy peers.
Teach about classism, consumer culture, the dissolution of labor unions,
environmental pollution, and other injustices disproportionately affecting the
poor, preparing new generations of students to make a more equitable world.
Keep stocks of school supplies, snacks, clothes, and other basic necessities
handy for students who may need them, but find quiet ways to distribute these
resources to avoid singling anyone out.
Develop curricula that are relevant and meaningful to our students' lives and
draw on their experiences and surroundings.
Fight to get our students into gifted and talented programs, to give them other
opportunities usually reserved for economically advantaged students, and to
keep them from being assigned unjustly to special education.
Continue to reach out to parents even when we feel they are being
unresponsive; this is one way to establish trust.
Challenge our colleagues when they stigmatize poor students and their
parents, reminding them of the inequitable conditions in our schools and
classrooms.
Challenge ourselves, our biases, and our prejudices by educating ourselves
about the cycle of poverty and classism in and out of U.S. schools.
(Reprinted with permission of Teaching Tolerance © 2007. All rights reserved.)
The need for broader social and economic changes in our country does not
provide an excuse for maintaining the status quo in schools. Three decades of
research have demonstrated that schools can improve academic outcomes and
other measures of success for children who live in poverty (Barr & Parrett, 2007;
Education Trust, 2002; Teddlie & Stringfield, 1993). As Horace Mann asserted,
public education is the most universal of institutions, and it can shape young
minds and hearts. It is still our best hope. Although improvements in public
education alone will not eliminate poverty, such improvements are an important
part of the solution. The question is not whether too much is being asked of
public schools, but rather, have we held up our end of the bargain?
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How Does Poverty Influence Learning?
JA N U A R Y 1 3 , 2 0 1 6

Photo credit: Justin S. Campbell via flickr (CC BY-ND 2.0)

Editor's note: This piece was adapted from Turning High-Poverty Schools into High-Performing
Schools by William H. Parrett and Kathleen M. Budge.

People in poverty are as diverse as people in any other socioeconomic class.
They present, like other groups, a wide array of values, beliefs, dispositions,
experiences, backgrounds, and life chances. As educators, in order to be
responsive to the needs of our students, it is helpful to consider the constraints
that poverty often places on people's lives, particularly children's, and how such
conditions influence learning and academic achievement. Poverty affects
intervening factors that, in turn, affect outcomes for people (Duncan & BrooksGunn, 1997). These factors include students' health and well-being; literacy and
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language development; access to physical and material resources; and level of
mobility.
Health and Well-Being
These factors are interrelated, and one factor can compound another. For
instance, substandard housing, inadequate medical care, and poor nutrition can
affect the rate of childhood disease, premature births, and low birth weights, all of
which affect a child's physical and cognitive development. Such factors influence
students' ability to benefit from schooling. Living in daily economic hardship can
also adversely affect students' mental health (Winters & Cowie, 2009), selfefficacy (Conrath, 1988, 2001), self-image (Ciaccio, 2000a, 2000b), and
motivation to do well in school (Beegle, 2006).
Language and Literacy Development
Children who live in poverty often come to school behind their more affluent
peers in terms of literacy and language development. In Educating the Other
America, Susan Neuman (2008) states that more than 50 years of research
indicate that "children who are poor hear a smaller number of words with more
limited syntactic complexity and fewer conversation-eliciting questions, making it
difficult for them to quickly acquire new words and to discriminate among words"
(p. 5). A significant body of literature also points to differences in access to
reading materials by students from low-income families in comparison to their
more affluent peers (Allington & McGill-Franzen, 2008).
Material Resources
Poverty often places constraints on the family's ability to provide other material
resources for their children as well. For example, they may have limited access
to high-quality day care, limited access to before- or after-school care, and
limited physical space in their homes to create private or quiet environments
conducive to study. They may not own a computer or have the fiscal resources
necessary to complete out-of-class projects.
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Mobility
Poverty often places another kind of constraint on families -- the ability to provide
stable housing. Students often move from one location to another because their
parents are in search of work or are dealing with other issues that require them to
move. Frequent moves almost always have a negative academic and social
impact on students.
Much is known about the far-reaching influences of poverty on a student's
learning. An understanding of these factors provides invaluable knowledge to
educators in their efforts to support and teach students who live in poverty. In
high-poverty, high-performing schools, this knowledge does not result in lowered
expectations for students living in poverty. To the contrary, it leads to empathy
and an understanding of the differentiation, scaffolding, and support that students
may need to meet high expectations. Like high-poverty, high-performing
schools, any school that enrolls students who live in poverty should seek to
acquire as much understanding as possible about the life circumstances of their
students.
When children and adolescents know that their teachers care about them and
are trying their best to relate to the realities of their lives, they become far more
inclined to trust and actively engage in learning.
Notes
•
•

•
•
•
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Is Your School Asking the Right
Questions About Poverty?
MARCH 17, 2016

Editor's note: This piece was adapted from Turning High-Poverty Schools into High-Performing
Schools by William H. Parrett and Kathleen M. Budge.

Devon dropped out of school at age 13. No one knows where he is today. Most
likely, he's not in school. Devon was going to be retained to spend another year
in the sixth grade as a 13-year-old. He was embarrassed and felt alone. He didn't
want to be with a new group of kids who were younger. Truth was, Devon had
been passed along with low reading skills for years. Now, in the beginning of his
adolescent years, he was told he was going back. He gave the class a try for
three weeks and then disappeared. With good intentions, Devon's teachers had
recommended an intervention -- retention -- that resulted in the opposite effect of
what they had hoped.
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Retention as an intervention for underachievement does not work. Sixty years of
research bear out this conclusion. Thus, we view it as the poster child for the
many entrenched mindsets, policies, structures, and practices that are commonly
employed in schools to “allow a student to catch up” and, at times, as a
punishment for not keeping up.
High-performing, high-poverty schools endeavor to build leadership capacity to
better meet the needs of students like Devon. As part of committing to that work,
leaders aggressively confront entrenched, counterproductive strategies and
beliefs. They are relentless in this effort. They know that inaction perpetuates low
achievement and undermines other effective practices. But where do they begin?

Image credit: ASCD, courtesy of William Parrett and Kathleen Budge. Click
image to download (PDF).
To guide learning and to help in reflecting on the current situation in your school,
use the "Are We Perpetuating Underachievement? What Have We Eliminated?"
rubric (click image to download), which isolates seven specific mind-sets,
policies, structures, and practices that high-performing, high-poverty schools
have helped to identify as barriers to building leadership capacity and improving
achievement.
Asking the Right Questions and Finding the Leverage Points
Because high-performing, high-poverty schools are places of reflection and
inquiry, leaders' work in these schools is better characterized in the form of
questions than in formulaic lists of strategies. If a school's primary goal is to
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significantly improve achievement, particularly of low-income children, these
questions should provide valuable, insightful direction:
1. Are we deploying financial, material, and human resources effectively?
2. Are we optimizing time, extending it for underachieving students, and
reorganizing it to better support professional learning?
3. Do we have a data system that works for classroom and school leaders?
Are We Deploying Resources Effectively?
Principals in high-performing, high-poverty schools ensure that the necessary
financial, material, and human resources are available for students and adults to
succeed (Ball, 2001; Leader, 2010). Leaders in the schools that we studied
began their remarkable turnarounds by making tough calls -- and many of those
decisions were about how to use resources. They not only used the school's
existing resources innovatively, but also often secured additional funding from
the district office and capitalized on relationships with external stakeholders to
garner support for the school.
Approximately 70 to 80% of a typical school's budget is dedicated to personnel,
so it stands to reason that recruitment and retention of talented staff is a top
resource-management priority. When decision making about resources, chiefly
personnel, is decentralized to the school level, the principal and other site-based
leaders can further their improvement efforts by hiring teachers and staff with
qualifications that match the school’s needs.
In tough economic times, effective resource management becomes increasingly
important. Principals sustain the school's success by working collaboratively with
staff to stay focused on the priorities that guide their work. They know that cuts in
critical resources can jeopardize their hard-won gains. Countering these
challenges becomes their top leadership priority -- particularly as they work to
recruit and retain talented staff.
Are We Optimizing Time?
The manner in which time is used is closely linked to retention of high-quality
staff. All students are likely to benefit from improving the quality of academic
learning time, and those who live in poverty may require additional high-quality
time. Teachers also need time to learn, especially when they're learning
collaboratively with others. Teacher learning and student learning are two sides
of the same coin. When teachers are afforded time to learn collaboratively, they
can in turn optimize academic learning time within the school day and best plan
for student learning outside the school day.
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Extending academic learning time can occur in at least two ways -- literally
extending the available time for students to learn, or better using the time within
the traditional school day. High-performing, high-poverty schools do both.
Underachieving students living in poverty often require more instructional time to
catch up to their higher-achieving peers. Schools can offer a blend of before- and
after-school tutoring, weekend and vacation catch-up sessions, summer school,
full-day kindergarten, and sheltered classroom support.
Summer instruction in particular may be as important as any extended time
intervention, as it serves to maintain continuous learning, counters the loss of
achievement gains caused by long gaps in school, and provides needed nutrition
and other auxiliary supports (Borman & Dowling , 2006).
Do We Have a Data System That Works for Classroom and School Leaders?
Effectively managing resources (money, people, time) requires accurate
information. All schools in our study implemented data systems to guide their
decision making. In fact, using data-based decision making was one of the two
most common explanations offered for the schools' success (the other was
fostering caring relationships).
Constructing and implementing a data system is an essential function that moves
a school toward addressing the underachievement of students living in poverty.
In HP/HP schools, leaders facilitate an ongoing, courageous look in the mirror.
These schools have access to accurate, timely data that allow school and
classroom leaders to set goals and benchmarks, monitor progress, make
midcourse corrections, and perhaps most important, design and successfully
implement needs-driven instruction and interventions.
Victoria Bernhardt (2005), a nationally respected authority on data use in
schools, suggests four different types of data that should be accessible:
1. Data related to student learning (for example, classroom-based assessments,
standardized test data, teacher observations)
2. Data related to perceptions held by stakeholders about the learning
environment, as well as values, beliefs, and attitudes
3. Data related to school and student demographics (for example, attendance,
graduation rate, race/ethnicity, class, gender, level of teaching experience,
level of teachers' education)
4. Data related to structures, processes, programs, and policies (for example,
after-school tutoring programs, RTI Tier 2 intervention programs, summer
schools)
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Action Advice
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Consider your school's budget. Do you consider your budget a moral
document? Does it reflect your values, goals, and priorities as a school?
Evaluate your current hiring practices. Do they result in hiring personnel
who match the needs of your school?
Take action to retain talented personnel. Have you taken stock of the ways
in which your school encourages talented people to stay?
Hold high expectations. Have you evaluated current practices ensuring that
all teachers hold high expectations for their students and themselves?
Provide extended learning time. Have you explored ways to extend learning
time for underachieving students?
Analyze your school calendar. Is it learning centered and focused on the
needs of underachieving students?
Provide time for professional learning. Have you reorganized the schedule
and calendar to provide job-embedded professional learning opportunities?
Analyze the way decisions are made. Are multiple forms of data used to
make instructional decisions in the classroom and systemic decisions
schoolwide?
Conduct an equity audit. Have you assessed how equitably your school is
meeting all students' needs?
We encourage you to share any questions or additional action advice you may
have found for turning high-poverty schools into high-performing ones.
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How Can High-Poverty Schools
Connect With Students?
APRIL 20, 2016
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Editor's note: This piece was adapted from Turning High-Poverty Schools into High-Performing
Schools by William H. Parrett and Kathleen M. Budge.

To learn, children and adolescents need to feel safe and supported.
Educators in successful high-poverty schools have long recognized the
critical importance of providing a healthy, safe, and supportive
classroom and school environment.
This means all forms of safety and security while at school -- food if
hungry, clean clothes if needed, medical attention when necessary,
counseling and other family services as required, and most of all, caring
adults who create an atmosphere of sincere support for the students' well-
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being and academic success. When students who live in poverty
experience comprehensive support that works to mitigate the limiting,
sometimes destructive poverty-related forces in their lives, the likelihood
for success is greatly enhanced.

The Power of Caring Relationships
"If my kids don't get through this class, they won't graduate, and that
means losing their dreams. We have to help them keep those
dreams. . . we have to. It's the most important work we do."
(Principal in a rural high-performing/high-poverty high school)
It's 6AM and three kids are waiting at the door for their math teacher to
arrive. They had each received a call on their cell phones the night before
reminding them that their work was late and that they needed to get in
early to finish it before zero hour. Reminders like these are not unusual
from their math teacher. The kids know that he keeps close track of their
progress, and while not always appearing appreciative of those reminders,
they show up.
Successful high-poverty schools provide protective factors that help build
a bond between students and school. These factors include fostering
caring relationships between adults and children as well as between peers,
setting high expectations, and providing the support needed to meet those
expectations.
"They didn't know my name; they didn't care if I slept in class or even if I
came" is a statement that reflects a common refrain voiced by students in
large comprehensive high schools of the United States. Yet this refrain is
not heard in high-performing/high-poverty schools, where a premium is
placed on relationships. These schools provide opportunities for
meaningful involvement in school. To do this, they use specific strategies
such as advisory periods, small learning environments, and student clubs
and other extracurricular opportunities.

Supporting Students Through Advisory Programs
"I love my advisory -- it gives me a chance to keep track of where I
am and know what is important for me to be doing. [My advisor is]
also great to talk to. . . she cares about me." (11th grade student in
the Northwest)
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Positive, productive, and caring relationships are indeed possible in
secondary schools; but they don’t just happen, as illustrated by the case of
one small school in the rural western United States. Although it served
fewer than 400 students, many of the kids felt disconnected from school. A
principal's commitment to making the school more personal for kids led the
staff to reorganize the daily schedule to include a well-designed advisory
program. All professional staff members, including the principal, advise a
small group of 18 to 20 students four days each week and stay with those
students for four years, navigating their path toward graduation and
beyond.
Begin by providing each advisor with a biweekly progress report for each
advisee with the express purpose of staying on top of every student's
achievement. Agree as a faculty to the timely entry of grades into the
school's database, which in turn processes and provides the accurate
biweekly reports for each advisor. This allows advisors to work on
immediate needs with each student, particularly students who fall behind.
The most effective advisories meet daily for at least 30 minutes, providing
support in content subjects, homework, career guidance, and individual
needs.

Create Smaller Learning Environments
"We are saving 90 of our kids that we used to lose every year when
they moved from our middle schools to our large 1,700-student high
school. Starting our new ninth-grade Academy is all we had to do!"
(Superintendent in the West)
Many successful high-poverty schools provide additional protective factors,
such as restructuring into small learning communities. These schools
create focused learning environments that help keep smaller groups of
students connected with each other as well as to a smaller group of core
teachers throughout the day. In large or moderately-sized high schools,
this approach may be in the form of ninth-grade academies. In effect,
these academies "protect" freshmen from the impersonal nature of the
large, comprehensive high school experience in which it is too easy to get
lost. Academies are a strategy for easing the transitions from middle
school to high school. Creating smaller learning environments and
communities of practice has the potential to authentically connect students
with adults every hour of every day.
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Encourage Participation in Extracurricular Activities
"When we removed the fees to participate and supplied the outfits,
the number of girls who came out to join our cheer squad
quadrupled!" (Principal in the Southwest)
Successful high-poverty schools provide a protective factor when they find
ways to ensure that their students living in poverty will be able to
participate in extracurricular activities. The importance of such participation
to the creation of a bond between students and school has long been
known. Whereas middle-class children have opportunities to develop their
skills and talents through private lessons and participation in communitybased activities in their elementary years, kids who live in poverty
generally do not. Poverty poses a variety of barriers to participation for
many students, such as the cost of fees, equipment or instruments,
uniforms, and transportation home after participation.
In addition, kids who live in poverty often face responsibilities that prevent
participation, such as holding down a job and caring for younger siblings.
Highly competitive "cut policies," which dramatically reduce the number of
kids allowed to make the team, pose another barrier to participation.
Waiving fees, supplying equipment or instruments, covering the cost of
uniforms, providing transportation, partnering with community-based
entities to offer scholarships for specialized skill and talent development,
and eliminating cut policies are a few of the ways in which schools work
diligently to ensure that all kids have access to the benefits of
extracurricular participation.
For more ideas on supporting students living in poverty, check out What
Can Schools Do to Address Poverty? (the second post in this series).
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How Can High-Poverty Schools
Engage Families and the
Community?
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Editor's note: This piece was adapted from Turning High-Poverty Schools
into High-Performing Schools by William H. Parrett and Kathleen M.
Budge.
"I was headed to the home of one of my second graders to let the parents
know that Luis was coming to after-school tutoring on time and doing well.
When I knocked on the door, Grandma and Dad greeted me warmly in
Spanish, inviting me in. Luis' mom was preparing dinner. Dad asked me to
come directly to the kitchen to show me what Luis had begun doing at
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home since he started the tutoring program. On the cupboards were taped
a mishmash of cereal boxes, pasta containers, dairy product holders, and
simple drawings. All were in English. Dad smiled and explained, 'He's
teaching all of us to read English! We learn five, maybe ten words every
day!'" (Elementary teacher, high-performing, high-poverty school in the
Northwest)
The story of Luis is a good example of the benefits of engaging parents
and families. A simple home visit by the teacher revealed how, previously
unbeknownst to the school, a young ESL student was connecting his
tutoring and schoolwork with his family. In turn, Luis' family was most
appreciative of their son's progress in school and welcomed his newly
gained English skills that were helping them learn.
Families living in poverty often work multiple jobs, may have limited
English language skills, and in some cases may have had few positive
experiences with their children's teachers or schools. These factors
frequently work against a school's attempts to form relationships with
families living in poverty and authentically engage them in their children's
education. Even in high-performing schools, this problem is an ongoing
concern. Leaders in high-performing, high-poverty (HP/HP) schools
continually look for ways to provide opportunities for involvement and to
gain back their trust.

The Critical Importance of Trust
In a recent study of public schools in Chicago, Anthony Bryk, president of
the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching, and his
colleagues concluded, "Relationships are the lifeblood of activity in a
school community" (Bryk, Bender Sebring, Allensworth, Luppescu, &
Easton, 2010, p.137). In one high-poverty elementary school, a teacher
remarked, "Without a trusting environment in our classroom and with the
families of my kids, it's all uphill. We never make the progress we could. . .
we never can 'click.' Trust is what makes it all happen for us." The
development of trusting relationships lies at the heart of successfully
engaging parents, families, and the community.
Here are seven strategies and practices to build trust between schools,
students, and families.

Create Full-Service Schools and Safety Nets
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Many HP/HP schools connect vital social and medical services with their
students. These full-service schools typically provide services such as
social workers, physicians, dentists, vision and hearing specialists, grief
counselors, and family counselors on site. Some schools provide a
childcare center, a family resource center, or hunger/homelessness
support to assist families in meeting their basic needs. Research shows
that when a full-service school works well, student achievement increases,
attendance rates go up, suspensions drop, and special education
placements decrease (Dryfoos, 1994; Dryfoos & Maguire, 2002).

Create Links Between School and Home
Strengthening the family's ability to support their children's academic
achievement and other forms of success in school is a priority in HP/HP
schools. One school organizes a learning academy on Saturday mornings
to assist families of refugee students. Other schools employ school-family
liaisons who connect families with schools in a variety of ways. Sadowski
(2004) identifies six activities that a school might consider to establish
linkages between students' homes and school:
1 Dual-language classes for students
2 English as a second language, GED, and parenting classes
3 Home-school liaisons (with fluency in the home language)
4 Preschool and early literacy programs
5 Early assessment
6 Community and school activities and events

Offer Mentoring to Students
Most educators have long known that a meaningful relationship with an
adult is what kids want and need most. Mentors provide such a
relationship. The National Dropout Prevention Center identifies mentoring
as one of the most effective strategies to keep kids engaged and in school.
The Western Regional Center for Drug-Free Schools and Communities
identifies five positive outcomes of mentoring programs (Jackson, 2002):
1 Personalized attention and care
2 Access to resources
3 Positive/high expectations for staff and students
4 Reciprocity and active youth participation
5 Commitment
6
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Many HP/HP schools operate their own programs with local staff and
volunteers; others access the help of Big Brother/Big Sister programs,
local YMCA/YWCA services, and a host of other community-affiliated
programs that offer adult mentoring.

Provide Opportunity for Community-Based and Service Learning
"Our kids actively work to support their community. Through clubs and
classes, they raise money for families in need, work on a 'coats for kids'
project, plant trees, build park benches, help with efforts of the Northwest
Blood Center, Children's Miracle Network, American Cancer Society,
March of Dimes, Red Cross, and many others. They rake leaves in our
parks and do yard work for our elderly folks in need. Our students feel
better because of these efforts, and our community values the extra help
that the school gives back to them. When everyone is supporting one
another, it makes Tekoa a great place to live and raise children." (Wayne
Roellich, principal, Tekoa High School)
Noted for connecting academic learning to real-world problems beyond
school, community-based learning, particularly service learning, has
become common in HP/HP schools. Many benefits accrue from service
learning (Billig, 2000a, 2000b):
•
•
•
•
•

Enhanced academic achievement
Increased school attendance
Improved student motivation to learn
Decreased risky behaviors
Increased interpersonal development and student ability to relate to
culturally diverse groups
• Improved school image and public perception
Community-based learning also provides an excellent means to initiate
career exploration, internships, shadowing, and jobs.

Conduct Home Visits
Many HP/HP schools encourage and conduct some form of home visits.
Fourteen years ago, test scores in the Mason County School District
ranked in the lowest quartile of all districts in Kentucky. Inspired by the
idea of building closer connections to students' home lives, the district, with
a cadre of volunteer teachers, embarked on a goal of visiting every home
of the 2,800 kids enrolled. Maintaining this commitment over the years,
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together with positive administrative and collegial support and the requisite
professional development, has resulted in every family receiving at least
one home visit annually from their child's teacher. The district has
experienced consecutive years of student achievement growth and a 50percent drop in discipline referrals, as well as reduced achievement gaps
and increased attendance.

Ensure Effective Two-Way Communication
We know that a "whatever it takes" attitude prevails in HP/HP schools. This
is especially true in their efforts to communicate with the parents and
families. Despite often-limited resources, educators in these schools make
it a priority to develop authentic connections with students' parents and
families. The goal of fostering two-way communication between school and
home requires school leaders to be relentless in their insistence that
communications be respectful, honest, and timely.

Use the School as a Community Center
Many HP/HP schools engage parents, families, and other community
members by opening their doors and expanding their schedules to offer
clubs, parent support and education, early childhood activities, GED
programs, advisory groups, community education classes, and a host of
other events and activities of interest to the community. These HP/HP
schools partner with community or city organizations, local foundations,
state and municipal agencies, service clubs, universities, and businesses
to host these valued endeavors in their buildings, as well as offer services
at times that better fit families' work schedules.

The Principal's Role
Principals, working with teacher-leaders and staff leaders from various
vantage points within the school, are positioned to address the wide
spectrum of environmental needs that confront high-poverty schools.
HP/HP school principals can take a variety of actions (PDF) that will
surround every student with the positive supports and scaffolds necessary
to ensure his or her individual success.
High-performing, high-poverty schools don't go it alone -- and they don't
reinvent the wheel. They access support, resources, and guidance
whenever and wherever they can to foster a healthy, safe, and supportive
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learning environment. The resources and organizations listed below can
guide a school's efforts to build strong relationships with parents and
families:
•
•
•
•
•

Boys and Girls Clubs of America
Coalition for Community Schools
Communities in Schools
National Network of Partnership Schools
YMCA and YWCA Programs

Action Advice
• Monitor data to ensure a safe learning environment. Are we making
sure that every student is always safe?
• Build a common understanding of how poverty impacts learning.
Do we all understand how living in poverty may negatively influence
the ability of our underachieving students to catch up?
• Plan for mobility. Are we ready for mobile students' arrival -- providing
welcome packets, diagnostic testing, and appropriate placements?
Do we develop "catch-up" plans if needed? Do we provide built-in
opportunities for new friendships with peers? Do we make it a
practice to communicate with parents during the first six weeks after
enrollment? Do we address transportation issues if a student is
mobile within our district?
• Make sure that all students are connected to a caring adult. Do we
know which students come to school without the support of a caring
adult?
• Start student advisories. Is every secondary student connected to an
adult at school who regularly monitors his or her progress?
• Personalize relationships through small learning environments. Is
the size of our school presenting problems for some students and
preventing us from forming caring relationships?
• Provide opportunities for all students to participate in
extracurricular activities. Do our students have an equitable
opportunity to participate?
• Work to engage every family with school. Do we have a plan in place
for guiding our efforts to build trust and connect with our families?
• Personalize the connection between school and the student's
home. Who among our staff visits the homes of our kids?
• Initiate an effective mentoring program. How are we connecting
students with caring adults and positive role models?
• Offer community-based learning and service-learning opportunities
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to all students. Are we connecting students with the community?
Are we teaching students about the value of giving back? Are we
providing opportunities for students to explore career options in the
local community?
• Visit every student's home. Do we have a plan in place to guide us in
conducting productive home visits?
• Ensure two-way communication between homes and school. This
includes:
• Language-appropriate written and verbal contacts
• Translation assistance when needed
• Respectful and clear communications
• Frequent contact through the most effective mode
• Authentic requests for feedback or response
• Willingness to help with requests and family needs
• Personal invitations to participate in school conferences
• Timely invitations to activities and events
• Open the school to the community. Have we created a plan to provide
welcome and needed services to our community?
• Join a network to enhance school, family, and community
relationships. Can we improve our connections with our families
and communities?
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Editor's note: This piece was adapted from Turning High-Poverty Schools into High-Performing
Schools by William H. Parrett and Kathleen M. Budge.

Leaders in high-performing, high-poverty (HP/HP) schools know that success
requires more than just high-quality teaching and learning. The entire school, as
a system, should work together to develop a common instructional framework
that provides a vision of what success looks like. When a ship loses its compass,
getting to port becomes a game of chance. It's no different for a school. When a
school, particularly one characterized by high poverty and low performance,
lacks an instructional plan or framework, progress will be anything but
systematic, and more than likely patterns of low performance will continue.
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Through the collaborative efforts of the leaders and staff, HP/HP schools focus
on three kinds of learning: student, professional, and system. These learning
agendas influence each other, and leaders in HP/HP schools make the most of
this connection to facilitate sustainable improvements in teaching and learning.
Professional learning is the adult learning that takes place within a school, while
system learning conveys how the school as a whole learns to be more effective.
In other words, as people within the school learn, the system learns.

Supporting the Learning Agendas

Click image to download (PDF).
Image credit: ASCD, courtesy of William Parrett and Kathleen Budge.

Is your school focusing on all three kinds of learning? Are you making the most of
the links between the three? Use the "Focusing on Student, Professional, and
System-Level Learning" rubric (right) to guide your reading and to help you
reflect on the current situation in your school.
The following five questions can help support leaders as they make the three
learning agendas the focus of their actions:
Question 1: Does our instructional framework guide curricula, teaching,
assessment, and the learning environment?
What is an instructional framework? In the broadest sense, it consists of the
theories, policies, structures, processes, and practices used in a school to guide
what happens in the classroom. A well-designed instructional framework helps
provide a common vision of what excellent (or powerful) teaching looks like.
Leaders in HP/HP schools credit much of their success to a high level of
coherence in the instructional program. Several of the schools that we studied
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began their improvement efforts by adopting a Comprehensive School Reform
model, but later customized that model to better fit their needs. Schools also
used a homegrown approach that emphasized higher-order questioning,
development of academic vocabulary, reading across the curriculum, and
common classroom-based assessments. Whether using an established model or
a homegrown approach, schools commonly developedcommunities of
practice (Wenger, 1998), groups of people who work together over a period of
time. These groups are neither teams nor task forces -- they are peers held
together by a common sense of purpose and a real need to know what one
another knows. This collaborative structure enabled schools to create,
implement, continuously improve, and sustain a coherent instructional
framework.
Too often, schools continue to use "a pedagogy of poverty" (Haberman, 1991;
Padrón, Waxman, & Rivera, 2002): ineffective practices characterized as an
overuse of teacher-controlled discussions and decision making, lecture, drill and
decontextualized practice, and worksheets. Rather than a pedagogy of poverty,
what students who live in poverty need is powerful pedagogy: powerful
instruction resulting in powerful (or deep) learning. Such pedagogy is:
•

•
•
•
•

Consistent with a large body of research related to how people learn
(Bransford, Brown, & Cocking, 2002) and is relevant to the learner (Brandt,
1998)
Meaning centered (Knapp & Adelman, 1995)
Supporting the development of various kinds of understanding (Wiggins &
McTighe, 2005)
Accelerated, strength-based, and empowering (Levin, 1989)
Encompassing higher-order thinking, deep knowledge, and connections
beyond classrooms (Newman et al., 1996)
Finally, the school-related factor that makes the most difference in the lives of
students who live in poverty (or all students, for that matter) is the quality of
teaching that occurs in the classroom. Effective teachers:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Have caring relationships with students
Set high standards and help students reach them
Connect the curriculum to students' lives
Participate in ongoing professional development (Fry & DeWit, 2010)

Question 2: Do we provide targeted interventions for students who need them?
Even with the development of a comprehensive instructional framework that
leads to improvement in the quality of classroom teaching and learning,
underachieving students who live in poverty may need additional support.
Catching up often means more time and specific strategies aimed at the unique
needs of individual students. Too often, for too many students in poverty, the
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need for additional support has resulted in referral and placement in special
education programs (Howard, Dresser, & Dunklee, 2009). With the advent
of Response to Intervention (RTI), however, many schools have been able to
meet students' needs by restructuring the instructional day to provide them with
additional time and support.
High-performing, high-poverty schools have long been systematically providing
targeted support for students within and outside the traditional school day, week,
or year. All HP/HP schools constantly review data to identify students who need:
•
•
•
•
•

Before-, during-, and after-school small-group and individual tutoring
Self-paced interventions using technology
One-on-one academic advising and coaching
Homework support
Additional assessment time
Question 3: Are all students proficient in reading?
Second only to safety, ensuring that all students develop literacy skills reflects a
core priority in high-performing, high-poverty schools. As a principal at a middle
school in the South put it, "We start with reading and end with reading. There's a
lot of content and important stuff in between, but if our kids can't read at grade
level, they'll never do as well as they could or should with the rest." Designing a
comprehensive approach to reading improvement entails:

•
•
•

Conducting an analysis of students' unique needs (e.g., those of Englishlanguage learners)
Developing an understanding of the influence of poverty on reading
achievement (Neuman, 2008)
Examining the research base, especially concerning adolescent literacy (see
Slavin, Cheung, Groff, & Lake, 2008)
When students do not learn to read by third grade or develop reading difficulties
after third grade, as is disproportionately the case for students living in poverty
(Kieffer, 2010), it is critically important that an emphasis on learning to read
remain an instructional priority in upper-elementary classrooms as well as in
middle and high schools. At the secondary level, this often requires supplanting
an elective in a student's schedule to provide explicit reading instruction, which
can present a dilemma for middle and high school leaders and teachers.
Reading, like any other skill, requires practice to improve. Although it's not an
easy undertaking, HP/HP schools find ways to motivate students to read. After
students have read one million words at Dayton's Bluff, the entire school
celebrates. Former Principal Andrew Collins explains: "We kick off our Million
Word Campaign in the fall. Students pledge to read one million words, and when
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we've reached the goal, all 400 kids with noisemakers, staff, and community
partners parade through the streets."
Question 4: Are we using research-based models for professional learning and
encouraging reflective practice?
Leaders in high-performing, high-poverty schools hold a view similar to this one
expressed by a superintendent in a Northwest school district: "There is a bright
red thread running from every student-learning problem to a problem of practice
for teachers, and finally to a problem of practice for leaders." Professional
learning and student learning are two sides of the same coin -- they cannot be
separated. Many HP/HP schools, including those we studied, are either engaged
in the process of developing common assessments or have begun using them
within the context of a community of practice. During this work, as students'
needs are identified, so too are the learning needs of the adults in the school.
Most of the HP/HP schools were also supporting professional learning through
various types of walk-through processes. At Osmond A. Church, principals and
teachers were engaged in conducting instructional rounds. The school’s principal
used a modified version of the model described inInstructional Rounds in
Education: A Networking Approach to Improving Teaching and Learning (City,
Elmore, Fiarman, & Teitel, 2009) to meet the teachers' needs.
In addition to the approaches described here, several other structures and
processes are effective in supporting professional learning and promoting
reflective practices. These include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Action research
Lesson study
Case-based learning
Networks
Journaling
Portfolio development
Tuning protocols
High-performing, high-poverty schools constantly endeavor to enhance
professional capacity to better meet the needs of their students. The adults in
these schools take their own learning as seriously as their students' learning,
understanding they are truly two sides of the same coin. As one teacher
explained, "When I learn to do something better, it helps a lot of my kids. We all
know this and continually work to find the time it takes."
Question 5: Are we engaging in continuous data-based inquiry as a school?
All high-performing, high-poverty schools engage in some form of data-based
decision making at the school level. This process typically involves:
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•
•
•
•
•

Identification of a problem
Data gathering and analysis
Goal setting
Strategy selection and implementation
Evaluation
Although this form of planning is likely to be used in many schools, what
distinguishes HP/HP schools from others is the manner in which such a cycle of
inquiry has become the norm. Second only to the development of caring
relationships in the schools that we studied, the use of data was credited for
much of their success. These schools are places where people tend to be very
curious about their practice and are eager to innovate. They continuously seek or
create solutions to the challenges posed by poverty and are encouraged to take
risks. Principals of these schools play a key role in driving this work.
Action Advice

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•

Create coherence in the instructional program. Is your curriculum aligned to
state and district standards? Have you articulated the curriculum across
subjects and grade levels? Have you identified benchmark standards?
Employ a powerful pedagogy. Are students primarily engaged in meaning
making, developing various kinds of understanding, problem solving,
reasoning, inquiry, and critical/creative thinking?
Develop a shared vision of what good teaching looks like. Can all teachers
describe a community-held understanding of good teaching? Can they list a
core set of indications related to what teachers do and what students do when
good teaching happens?
Use research-based teaching strategies that specifically address the
needs of students living in poverty. Do teachers know which instructional
strategies have a solid research base? Do teachers have the required
expertise to employ research-based strategies?
Develop assessment literacy. Do teachers understand and employ sound
assessment practices? Do principals have the competencies necessary to
improve assessment practices schoolwide?
Involve students in assessing their learning. Are students engaged in
activities that help them assess and monitor their own learning?
Develop and use common formative and summative assessments.Have
benchmark standards been identified? Have teachers been provided
collaboration opportunities to both develop assessments and use the
information gained to inform instruction?
Ensure that teachers develop and demonstrate attributes and functions
leading to success with students living in poverty. Do teachers know which
teacher attributes and functions lead to success? Do teachers possess these
attributes and fulfill such functions?
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•

•

•

•

Provide targeted interventions when needed. Does your school use data to
identify students who need additional support? Has time been scheduled
during, before, or after the school day to provide extra help for students?
Develop reading proficiency in all students. How many students are not
proficient in reading by fourth grade? Is reading taught when needed after the
elementary years?
Link professional learning to student learning and employ researchbased models. Do students' learning needs drive the content for professional
development? Do professional development models support the development
of communities of practice, prompting reflection and inquiry?
Engage in continuous data-based inquiry. Is inquiry embedded in how the
school does business? Are people curious, eager to innovate, and encouraged
to take risks?
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